
Electron density radial profiles derived from Stark
broadening in a sodium plasma produced by
laser resonance saturation

Mark A. Cappelli and Raymond M. Measures

The first free electron density radial profiles of a sodium plasma created by laser resonance saturation are
reported. The measurements were based on Stark broadening, of the 42D-32P multiplet and reveal the
formation of a conically shaped plasma along the path of the laser pulse, which can be attributed to strong
absorption of the laser pulse along the ionization path.

1. Introduction

Electron density measurements from the Stark
broadening of spectral emission lines has developed
into a useful and common diagnostic tool since the
formulation of reliable Stark broadening theories.14
The most attractive feature of this technique is that it
is noninvasive and has been widely used in applica-
tions where plasma ionization probes either directly
interfere with the processes studied or are easily con-
taminated by highly reactive constituents of the plas-
ma. The viability of the technique was clearly demon-
strated by Agnew and Reichelt5 in determining the
electron density in a cesium plasma diode and after-
ward in wall stabilized arcs6-'0 where cylindrical sym-
metry and plasma stability permitted the Abel inver-
sion of lateral intensity measurements to obtain the
local emission coefficient and hence the radial varia-
tion in electron density. Concurrently, Stark broad-
ening has been widely investigated and employed as a
diagnostic tool in transient plasmas produced in shock
tubes,1-' 4 laser ablation of solid targets,15"16 low-in-
duction vacuum sparks,17"18 and plasmas produced by
laser resonance saturation.19 -2 ' Most of these, howev-
er, were spatially and/or temporally averaged, depend-
ing on the nature or reproducibility of the source. In
some cases, multishot averaging has been per-
formed.2 0'21 The question of multishot averaging in
highly nonlinear systems, such as a plasma column
produced by laser resonance pumping, has been ad-
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dressed in a numerical simulation of the spectral emis-
sion of a sodium plasma and is described elsewhere.22

In this paper, we report on the measurement of the
radial variation of the electron density in a sodium
plasma column produced by laser saturation of one of
the 32S-3 2 P resonance transitions. This process has
been found to lead to high degrees of ionization in both
alkalil9-2 1 23-25 and alkaline earth2 6 27 metal vapors in
the 1015-1017-cm-3 atom density range. At compara-
ble electron densities, lines of the n2 D-3 2P series in
sodium suffer significant electron Stark broadening.
We have elected to use Stark broadening of the 42D-
32P transition in sodium to measure the electron densi-
ty. The broadening of this transition and its equiva-
lent in potassium has been studied extensively,6 2

8
30

providing a fair degree of confidence in using the tabu-
lated values for the electron Stark widths and shifts of
Griem4 and Dimitrijevi6 and Sahal-Br6chot.31 The
electron densities are derived from the local emission
coefficients, which in turn are obtained from the Abel
inversion of the lateral spectral radiances measured
perpendicular to the direction of laser propagation
into sodium vapor confined within a specially designed
heat sandwich oven.32

In the case of sodium the visible wavelength spectral
lines of interest terminate on either the ground or
resonance state. Unfortunately, spectral lines termi-
nating on the ground state will always suffer severe
radiation trapping and are of minimal use for spectro-
scopic measurements. Furthermore, in conditions of
laser resonance saturation the lines terminating on
either of the 32P levels can be influenced by the intense
radiation field of the laser and suffer radiation trap-
ping due to the large population of atoms excited into
the resonance state by the laser field. This appears to
preclude measurements of the free electron density Ne
during the period of laser radiation. However, this
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limitation might be avoided if IR spectral lines termi-
nating on the 42S level are employed.

Lines that terminate on the 3p levels can provide
meaningful data after the laser field has sufficiently
diminished and the excess 3p-resonance state popula-
tion has had adequate time to decay by means of
spontaneous emission and electron collision quench-
ing. Since the electron density and the temperature
will vary considerably across the plasma column creat-
ed by the laser pulse, it is necessary to undertake an
elaborate series of measurements across the plasma
column, then perform an appropriate inversion to as-
certain the radial variation of Ne. This inversion was
made much simpler by our assumption of azimuthal
symmetry.

A. Theory of the Measurement

The spectral radiance at wavelength X, arising from
the nm transition and observed in the x direction at
some height y above the axis of a cylindrical plasma
column of radius ro, see Fig. 1, can be expressed in the
form

(rO-Y)

Jnm(X'Y) = J 2(r-2) Enm(XXY)

Xexp [_(r-y2) Enm(XX*,y)dX*1 d, (1)

whereP(Xx*,y)
where

enm(,XY) - hcEnnXXY 4rXNn(xY)AnLn(X,XY) (2)

represents the volume emission coefficient with
Nn(xy), the upper state population density at (xy),
Anm is the Einstein spontaneous emission probability,
and Lnm(X,XY) is the associated line profile function at
(x,y), the shape of which is determined by the many
line broadening mechanisms. If the plasma is as-
sumed to be in local thermodynamic equilibrium, we
may write

2hc 2

Pmn(XXY) - exp[hc/XkT(xy)] - 1', (3)

which is the blackbody spectral radiance (or Planck
function), and Te(x,y) is the free electron temperature
at (xy).

If the plasma can be regarded as optically thin at this
frequency and azimuthally symmetric, we can write

Jnm(X'Y) = 2 V f- 2(Xr)rdr (4)

by introducing r2
= x 2 + y 2. If the plasma emission is

imaged onto the entrance slit of a monochromator with
the slit aligned in the direction parallel to the cylin-
der's axis, we can express the output current signal
(watts) of a photomultiplier tube positioned at the exit
slit in the form

ry+Ay/2 z+Az/2
Inm(XY) = SnmJ J'

Jy-Ay/2 z-Az/2

X Jnm(X',y)T(X' - X)dX'dzdy, (5)

z

Fig. 1. Geometrical configuration for spectral measurements of
sodium plasma created by laser resonance saturation.

where, for long focal lengths and 1:1 imaging, Ay repre-
sents the entrance slit width and Az the slit height.
Snm is the photomultiplier sensitivity (A/W) in the
vicinity of the wavelength of the nm transition (a slow-
ly varying function of X over the range of the line
spectra), and T(X' - X) is the transmission function of
the monochromator and input optics, generally de-
scribed by a Gaussian function

T(' - ) =- {}n2}1/2 exp [-(X) ln2], (6)

with y the instrument halfwidth at half-maximum
(HWHM) and K, the filter function, defined by the
relation

K - T(X'- X)dX, (7)

since T(X' - X) is independent of r. Then Eq. (5) can
be expressed as

Inm(Xy) = Snm f J [2 Enm 2 2 T(Xd'r

where * denotes the convolution operation, i.e.,

Enm(X,r)*T(X) = En.(X',r)T(X' - X)dX.

(8)

(9)

The Abel transformation can then be used to provide
the corresponding radial distribution of the volume
emission coefficient convoluted with T(X):

V(x,r) = nm(X,r)*T(X)

-1 (1 fr[dIn(Xy)] dy

Snm/\YA\Z \7rJ Jr L dy JV(y2 - r
2)

(10)

Equation (2) implies that Enm(X,r) is directly propor-
tional to the atomic line profile function Lnm(X,r). For
our experimental conditions, Doppler, resonance, and
van der Waals broadening of the 42D-32P multiplet
transition were negligible compared with electron
Stark broadening.33 The contribution to the broaden-
ing of the lines by the quasistatic field of the ions is
evident as an enhanced red shift which can lead in our
conditions, at most, to a 25% increase in the linewidth.
Significant red wing asymmetry has not been observed
suggesting that Stark broadening due to ions may have
a minor effect on the shape of the 42D-32P emission
line. If we ignore the effects of the ions, the Stark
profile is Lorentzian in shape with a halfwidth at half-
maximum of w and a shift of d, both linearly dependent
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on the free electron densityNe. N(r) can be evaluated
by suitably fitting a Lorentzian function convoluted
with a Gaussian [to represent the instrument function
in accordance with Eq. (10)] to the Abel inverted radial
emission (X,r).

Semiclassical calculations of w and d for isolated
neutral lines of sodium have been performed by
Griem",4 and independently by DimitrijeviM and Sa-
hal-Br6chot. 3 1

The results for the 42D-32P multiplet transitions
over a wide range of electron temperatures Te are given
in Table I.

A spectral line is considered isolated if the linewidth
(2w) is much narrower than the separation between
either the upper or lower level (having orbital momen-
tum quantum number 1) involved in the transition and
its nearest interacting level4 with orbital angular mo-
mentum quantum number 1 ± 1. This describes a
critical electron density3l N', above which w and d
listed in Table I cannot be used. For the 42D-32P
transition in sodium, N* 6 X 1016 cm- 3 .

The Abel inversion is performed using the procedure
proposed by Deutsch.34 The lateral distribution of the
line of sight spectral radiance from a plasma of nondi-
mensionalized radius, can be approximated by the
product of a polynomial and an exponential function,
namely,

InmG(,Y) = {a ak y
2 } exp(-aY2 ),

k=0

(11)

where we define the nondimensionalized variables Y =
y/ro and R = rro. In these conditions direct integra-
tion enables us to write

N

4nm(\,R) = -- E ~ bkfk(R), (12)
k=O

where
2 (k + )ak+l-

2 2aak, for 0 k < N-1, (13)

k - 2 aak, fork = N, (14)

and

fk(R) = E k' R2P{(2a)Pk1(ar)1/2
p=OI

X exp(-aR 2) erf[a(1 -R2)]1/2

k-p kps
- exp(-a) Z(2a)-(1 - R2) 2} (15)

s=1

where the last sum vanishes for p = k, and erf denotes
the error function. Although Eq. (15) is fairly compli-
cated, it is not too difficult to evaluate numerically
since in most practical situations four or five terms are
adequate.33 Indeed, in our analysis we have found
that we can represent the lateral emission profiles by a
function of the form33

I(y) = ao + a1 y2 + a2y4 1 exp(-ay 2
), (16)

where the fitting parameters ao, a,, a2, and a are chosen
to minimize the residual sum of the squares of the
deviations from the actual data.

Table I. Comparison of Theoretical Electron Impact Stark Halfwldths and
Shifts at N. = 1.0 X 1016 cm-3

d (A) w (A)

Te (K) Gri em 4 D-SB31 Gri em4 D-SB31

2500 0.8U9 1. 125

5000 0.920 0.773 1.44 1. 105

10000 0.805 0.672 1.35 1.055

20000 0.647 0.552 1.23 0.985

,,_

I-

us

o

-6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6

Z (cm)

Fig. 2. Experimentally determined neutral sodium density varia-
tion along the direction of laser propagation.

II. Experimental Facility and Results

At the heart of our laser ionization based on reso-
nance saturation (LIBORS) facility is a Nd:YAG (JK-
HY750) laser, the second harmonic of which pumps a
dye laser (Quanta-Ray PDL-1). The sodium vapor is
confined to a disklike distribution within a specially
designed heat sandwich oven that provides 360° opti-
cal access. A detailed description of this novel oven
and the method of measuring the sodium atom density
distribution is provided elsewhere.32 The neutral so-
dium atom density distribution along the direction of
laser propagation, measured for the particular experi-
ment described here, is shown in Fig. 2.

The electron density measurements were undertak-
en using a sideways mounted SPEX 1700II monochro-
mator. This enables the entrance slit of the mono-
chromator to sample a thin horizontal slab of the
plasma emission at a height y (scanned by adjusting
the input optics) above the axis of the laser beam. The
magnification of the optics was 1:1 with the SPEX
entrance slit at 1 cm X 4 0,um. A schematic overview of
the facility is present as Fig. 3.

The signal from the RCA C31034 photomultiplier
mounted on the SPEX monochromator was processed
by an EG&G 4420 signal averager that was typically
gated to sample the emission in a 2-ns interval, some 65
ns after the start of the laser pulse. Since the laser
pulse duration was <40 ns (a near Gaussian temporal
profile with FWHM = 14 ns), the influence of the laser
field (through the dynamic Stark effect) should be
minimal and spontaneous, and electron collision-in-
duced decay of the resonance state population should
minimize optical depth effects.
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Fig. 3. Schematic overview of LIBORS facility.

To evaluate the radial profile of the free electron
density Ne(r), spectral scans of the 42D-32P multiplet
were taken for fifteen positions across the plasma col-
umn. The spectral resolution was estimated to be 0.05
nm (FWHW) with sixteen laser shots being averaged
to constitute one intensity measurement (at a given
wavelength), and 128 such measurements comprise
one spectral scan. A set of representative spectral
scans of the 42D-32P multiplet recorded 65 ns after the
start of the laser pulse at z = -2 cm and z = 2 cm (laser
pulse enters from z = - -) are presented as Fig. 4. The
emission arising for small lateral displacements are
seen to suffer a much greater Stark broadening and red
shift than the emission originating from the more
weakly ionized rim of the plasma column. The differ-
ence in broadening between z = -2 cm and z = 2 cm
indicates that the electron density of the plasma is
decreasing along the path of the laser pulse. The laser

in this run was tuned to the 589.6-nm resonance line,
and the energy incident on the sodium vapor was -25
mJ. In this experiment, the incident laser beam was
collimated (unfocused) with a beam radius of 2.5 mm.
The peak sodium atom density occurs at z = 0 and was
estimated to be -1.0 X 1016 cm-3 (see Fig. 2).

Two representative inverted (42D-33P) multiplet
spectrafor z = -2 cm and r = 1.2 mm and z = 2 cm and r
= 0.3 mm are displayed as 0 data points in Fig. 5.
Each inverted multiplet spectrum was then fitted by
three theoretically computed Stark electron impact
broadened profiles that have been convoluted with a
Gaussian function having 0.05-nm FWHM (curves).
This permits us to ascertain both the most likely value
for the free electron density and the spread in this
value for each radial position. For the curves depicted
in Fig. 5, we used the Stark widths and shifts of Griem,4
and the temperature of the free electrons was taken to
be 5000 K. The basis of this claim is an independent
measurement of Te from the intensity ratio of the 62D-
32P spectral lines.33 The profiles are quite insensitive
to the changes in electron temperature (see Table I) for
the present range of conditions and the assumption
that Te = 5000 K in the computed spectra should not
affect the conclusions. Use of the Stark widths and
shifts calculated by Dimitrijevi6 and Sahal-Br6chot3 l
would be just as valid (as the results of the two theories
agree within their estimated accuracies) and would
systematically increase our measurements by -20%
(see Table I). The reversal evident in the spectra
around the unshifted line centers of each line is sus-
pected to arise from truncation in the Abel inversion as
opposed to self-absorption due to optical depth effects
(see Appendix).

In Figs. 6 and 7, we present four inverted multiplet
spectra with the theoretically computed Stark broad-
ened profiles for the most likely free electron density.
These figures reaffirm the qualitative interpretation of
the raw spectral data presented in Fig. 5, that is, the
density and radius of the plasma are decreasing along
the path of the laser pulse. This deduction is even
more graphically illustrated in Fig. 8 where we have
evaluated the free electron density radial profiles at z
= -2 cm (A data) and z = 2 cm ( data). Also shown
are two empirical curves for Ne(r) that represent these
data quite well.

These results indicate that, although the sodium
atom density is about the same at these two axial
positions (z = -2 and 2 cm), the radius and peak
density of the free electrons are dramatically different.
This can be understood in terms of absorption of the
laser pulse as it propagates through the sodium vapor.
To illustrate this, Fig. 9 shows the temporal profile of
the output laser pulse (as detected by a fast photodi-
ode) for laser wavelengths of 588 and 589 nm. The
laser beam has been directed through a 1-mm radius
aperture to sample the core near r = 0. Clearly, >50%
of the energy is absorbed when tuned to resonance
compared with the 1.0-nm detuned case. This repre-
sents a dramatic drop in the laser energy and suggests
that laser absorption can be the cause of the difference
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Fig. 4. Set of 42D-32P sodium multiplet spectra recorded at three y positions and Z = -2 and 2 cm.

in the electron density distributions observed at z = -2
and 2 cm along the laser path. A comparison between
these experimentally evaluated free electron density
radial profiles and those predicted on the basis of a
computational model of LIBORS, which takes into
account this laser absorption, is presented elsewhere.35

As a check on the consistency of our measurements
we computed the optically thin [Eq. (4)] and optically
thick [Eq. (1)] multiplet spectrum that would be ob-
served at z = -2 cm andy = 1.125 mm corresponding to
the free electron density radial profile at z = -2 cm
(see Fig. 8) and compared these spectra with the mea-
sured multiplet spectrum (+) at z = -2 cm and y =
1.125 mm.

The computed multiplet spectra were obtained by
first deriving the radial profile of the free electron
temperature at z = -2 cm using the Saha equation, the
analytical fit to the free electron density radial distri-
bution, and the initial sodium atom density. This
temperature distribution, combined with the assump-
tion of LTE, allowed us to ascertain the radial profiles
of the 42D and 32p population densities. The multi-
plet spectrum observed at any given lateral y position
was then determined by solving the radiative transfer
equation assuming that either the 32p population was
zero everywhere (optically thin solution) or as deter-
mined above in LTE conditions (optically thick solu-
tion.3 3

This comparison is presented as Fig. 10 and suggests
that the distortion to the profiles due to optical depth
is within experimental uncertainty and can be neglect-
ed. Both of the computed spectra are in good agree-
ment with the experimental data, implying that opti-
cal depth plays a minor role in interpretation of the
Stark broadened spectra.

As a further check on our measurements we com-
pared the computed 42D population density radial
profiles at z = -2 and 2 cm (curves) with the normal-
ized (at r = 0) 42D population density radial profiles
(data points A and a) derived by inverting the spec-
trally integrated experimental lateral emission pro-
files. This comparison is presented as Fig. 11 and
indicates a general, but not exact, agreement.

Ill. Conclusions

Sodium vapor, confined within a specially designed
heat sandwich oven, has been ionized by a pulse of laser
radiation tuned to saturate one of the resonance lines.
We have undertaken the first experimental evaluation
of the plasma's free electron density radial profile at
several locations along the path of the laser pulse.
These measurements were based on matching the radi-
ally inverted (42D-32P) multiplet spectral data with
the convoluted Stark (electron impact) and instru-
mental broadened profiles.- The results clearly reveal
that the plasma formed by this interaction is strongly
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Fig. 5. Fitting of Stark and instrument profiles to the experimental
spatially inverted 42D-32P sodium multiplet spectra at (a) Z = -2
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Fig. 6. Best fit of Stark and instrument profiles to the experimental
spatially inverted 42D-32P sodium multiplet spectra at (a) Z = -2

cm, r = 1.2 mm and (b) Z = -2 cm, r = 2.1 mm.
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Fig. 9. Photodiode traces of the output laser pulse showing the
laser absorption when tuned to 589 nm (0) compared with 588 nm

(0).

conical in nature. This could be interpreted in terms
of severe absorption of laser energy and is in keeping
with the predictions of our computational analysis.35

This analysis models the interaction both radially and
along a finite depth of sodium vapor and has indicated
that the free electron temperature can be quite low
(<4000 K) after the laser pulse has appreciably pene-
trated the vapor. These findings could account for the
lack of ionization noted by Bowen and Thorpe36 and
the low electron temperature observed by Landen et
al. 21 as neither set of authors seemed to have appreciat-
ed the degree of laser absorption arising in their experi-
ments.

This work was supported by the U.S. Air Force Of-
fice of Scientific Research (under grant AFOSR 85-
0020) and the Natural Science and Engineering Re-
search Council of Canada.

Appendix: Analytical Example

As indicated in the text premature truncation of the
Abel transformation can lead to an apparent self-re-
versal in the inverted spectra at the line center fre-
quency. We shall use an analytical example to demon-
strate the kind of error introduced into the inverted
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Fig. 10. Comparison of comput-
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\ :4 ++tfrom the measured radial electron

X + + density profile (assuming LTE)
+ with the experimental spectrum

(data points) at Z = -2 cm, y =
5698.2 1.125 mm.

spectrum by truncating the cylindrical plasma's radi-
us.

Equation (10) can be written as

r(r) = r[d d'
(Al)

where we have removed explicit wavelength depen-
dence. If, for example, the lateral emission distribu-
tions is Gaussian, we can write

I(y) = ao exp(-ay 2 ), (A2)

where

a = 1/Y2,

andy is seen to be the lie radius of the lateral emission
distribution. In these circumstances

t(r) = -2aaoo fro Y ex p(2ay2)dy,

which can be directly integrated to yield

t(r) = -2ao0 o0 /a exp(-ar 2 ) erf[ a(r -r

(A3)

(A4)

For large cutoff values so that ro/by >> r/-y and ro/-y >> 1,

W(r) = t,(r) = °° exp[-(r/_y)2], (A5)
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Fig. 12. Variation of the fractional reduction in the inverted emis-
sion with reduced radius for truncation equal to one, two, and three

Gaussian radii.

and the radially inverted distribution is also seen to be
Gaussian.

We can now relate the radial emission profile t(r) to
that which would be observed in the absence of a cutoff
radius, namely,

V~rr) = 2 erf{ [() _ (r)2]1} * (A6)

Figure 12 displays the ratio t(r)Il,,(r) for values of ro/-y
= 1,2, and 3. For truncation at the lie value (ro/y = 1),
the striking feature is that the inverted emission at r =
0 [(0)] is 68% of that which one would expect for no
truncation. This figure rapidly increases to -95% for
ro/y = 2, which clearly demonstrates the sensitivity of
the inversion to truncation and the care that must be
taken to avoid serious truncation error over the spec-
tral interval of interest. An apparent self-reversal
arises in the inverted spectrum because in reality the
plasma emission radius is much greater at the line
center wavelengths than in the wings of the spectral
lines.
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